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HIGH SCHOOL
TTT’S RECOGNIZED

Attention on the part of student Seniors to their
upcoming seminary year can turn into obsessive tension and

even fright. Even for those who are generally optimistic,
focus on the admissions process can be intrusive (!),

preventing positive and productive involvement during their
Twelfth Grade school year. The Taciturn Team is comprised
of Twelfth Graders who commit to leave all conversation
about seminary out of their school day. More than 90%

of this year’s graduating class joined this group, thus
ensuring a calmer, happier school year for all.

PRODUCTION AND CELEBRATION
Production represented a glorious celebration of

professionalism, inspiration and harmonious, collaborative
efforts within the student body. With S’yata D’shmaya, these
converged to result in an unforgettable show. Kudos for the
great success to Twelfth Grade Club Heads and directors, and

to their faculty advisors. Thanks are due to the show’s
director, Mrs. Chanie Hendler, and to producers, Mrs. Penina

Shepard, Mrs. Devora Krakauer and Mrs. Sima Goldstein.
Congratulations to Student Heads, Chaya Flamm and Shulie

Horowitz for “the greatest show on earth”!

TORAH PERSONALITIES
Rav Matisyahu Salomon zt”l was remembered at a school

assembly, as words of hesped were offered by Rabbi Zweig,
helping the audience to understand the Lakewood Mashgiach’s

monumental contributions, against the backdrop of the
Mussar movement. Rav Tzvi Willner zt”l was remembered by
Mrs. Willner and daughter, Mrs. Nechama Green for his

unique Torah achievements and stature. Yehi Zichram Baruch. 

PROGRAMS PROMINENT
Thank you to “I’m In It” for another rousing and

exciting (lunch time) program. Thank you to
Discovery for the meaningful Amein activity, and to
G.O. for a lively and fun filled Tu B’shvat program.

February 12 - Elementary  School PTA
February 13 - High School PTA
February 15-19  - Winter Vacation


